A model is presented of s-wave np elastic scattering as proceeding through an intermediate, off-shell dibaryon d * , with corrections to the npd vertex and d * propagator. The model relies on plausible conjectures and hypotheses to match identically the form of the simple amplitude given by the shape-independent effective range theory (SI ERT), which exactly describes the extant np elastic data (within errors) to at least 3 MeV. The result provides insight into the mechanisms involved in np scattering, which go beyond what ERT can reveal because ERT is a product of wave-mechanics and is therefore generally independent of mechanism. For example, in this model, the signs of the triplet and singlet scattering lengths are determined by the (opposite) spatial symmetries of the triplet and singlet np wavefunctions and pion exchange in the vertex corrections.
I. INTRODUCTION
Shortly after the discovery of the neutron, Wigner determined the np elastic scattering (partial) cross section essentially as 1/m N (T + ǫ d ) times an effective range correction, where m N is the nucleon mass, T is the np c.m. kinetic energy, and where ǫ d is the binding energy either of the deuteron or of a virtual singlet np state [1, 2] . This result is very nearly identical to that of the shapeindependent effective range theory (SI ERT), which came into use in the late 1940s [3, 4] and is still in use today. At low energy, the factor 1/m N (T + ǫ d ) ∼ = 4/(E 2 − m 2 d ), where E is the total np relativistic energy and m d = m n + m p − ǫ d . This is suggestive of a propagator of pole mass m d . In effective-field theoretic treatments employing dibaryons (dEFT), (e.g., Refs. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] ), low-energy neutron-proton elastic scattering is treated as if it proceeded through an intermediate dibaryon d
* , as shown in Fig. 1A . There are two (np) dibaryons: the spin-triplet (J = 1) and the spin-singlet (J = 0), with masses m t and m s corresponding to the two shallow s-wave np scattering poles.
A diagrammatic model of low-energy np scattering is presented which yields an amplitude that matches identically the form of the SI ERT amplitude as expressed in terms of the scattering length and effective range. This matching is accomplished with the aid of a few hypotheses and conjectures which are based on plausible physical mechanisms and arguments. The result permits the uncorrected propagator and, separately, the corrections to the npd vertex and d * propagator to be lifted directly from SI ERT, thereby enabling several observations to be made regarding mechanism. Natural units ( = c = 1) are used throughout. * hack@bnl.gov 
II. THE CONSTRUCTED AMPLITUDE
Let E be the total c.m. energy of a two-particle scattering system. Let P i = p 1 + p 2 and P f = p 3 + p 4 , where p 1 , p 2 are the 4-momenta of the initial particles and p 3 , p 4 those of the final particles. In the c.m., |p 1 | = |p 2 | ≡ p i , |p 3 | = |p 4 | ≡ p f , and P i = P f = (−E, 0). With initial relative velocity v = p i E/p 0 1 p 0 2 , the normalized, covariant flux-and-phase-space factor is [11] (2π)
For elastic scattering, p i = p f ≡ p. Let |np i and |np f be initial and final np non-interacting two-particle wavepacket states. For a matrix element np f | T |np i , the s-wave elastic differential cross section is
In what follows, d represents either t or s for the spintriplet or spin-singlet off-shell dibaryon. Let Y d (shorthand for Y npd ) be the npd vertex operator, where the lone subscript indicates the off-shell particle. Let D d be the dibaryon propagator, and let |d * d * | be a projection onto the dibaryon state. A convenient notation combines D d with |d * d * | to form a propagator-projection, thus,
With vertex correction v d (real, as will be shown) and propagator correction q d (complex), both scalars, the constructed amplitude is
This unitless amplitude does not include the flux-andphase-space factor, which would appear as the square root of the factor π 2 /4E 2 from Eq. (2.2). Separating this factor from the amplitude simplifies the extension to related inelastic channels, where this factor is, more generally, (π 2 /4E 2 )p f /p i . With Eq. (2.3), the amplitude Eq. (2.4) is
creates an np, and is characterized by the single-vertex transition element y d , thus,
The quantity |y d | 2 is a transition rate, and has units of energy. But what energy? The simplest (and perhaps obvious) choice is the energy of the off-shell leg, which is the energy of the mediating field, i.e., the dibaryon, and which also happens to be the total energy of the np system. Given that Y d has no angular dependence, y d contains the s-wave spherical harmonic
The amplitude is then
III. THE VERTEX CORRECTION
Consider an infinite sequence of diagrams formed by Fig. 1A joined to chains of increasing length, formed of Fig. 1B . The first-order terms in this sequence are shown in Fig. 2 . The energy and total momentum of the np must be the same at the npd vertex as in the initial or final non-interacting state, and this is true for any number of pion exchanges between the np at a vertex. These pion exchanges therefore have no effect on Y d . The effect of pion exchanges between the np legs is simply to add diagrams to the amplitude, which will either increase or decrease the amplitude, depending on the phase of the contributions from these extra diagrams. All that is needed is the probability that a single exchange will occur, along with the relative phase of the np after the exchange. The pion-nucleon interaction is 
The first-order corrections at the initial npd vertex due to π 0 and π ± exchange. The corrections at the final vertex are the same. Y1 and Y2 are N N π vertex operators.
The pion exchange operators H0 and H1. H1 inverts the phase of the singlet |np , where the spatial wavefunction is antisymmetric, but preserves the phase of the triplet. H0 always preserves the phase because there is no np exchange.
spin-independent, so an exchange comprising a particular pion and its corresponding pair of N N π transition elements contributes to the amplitude with exactly the same magnitude whether the np is in the triplet or singlet spin state (though not necessarily with the same phase).
Conjecture I: Pion-exchange between the np legs near an npd vertex may be implemented with a pair of commuting operators H 0 and H 1 acting on |np , with scalar eigenvalues h 0 and h 1 , where H 0 corresponds to π 0 exchange and H 1 to π ± exchange. These eigenvalues (squared) correspond to the probability that a π 0 or π ± exchange occurs, and their phases give the relative change in the phase of the np wavefunction.
If h 0 and h 1 are obtained empirically, as is done here, then they will include other (e.g., non-pionic) exchanges, but at low energies it is reasonable to ignore non-pionic exchanges. When necessary to distinguish between π − and π + exchange, take H 1 = H − +H + and h 1 = h − +h + , but for what follows this would add unnecessary clutter. The important distinction is between H 0 and H 1 (Fig.  3) , because neutron-proton exchange occurs under H 1 , but not under H 0 , thus,
(no np exchange), (3.1)
where the signs in the np exchange follow the spatial symmetries of the triplet (symmetric) and singlet (antisymmetric). By making the factor ±1 from np exchange explicit in Eq. (3.2), the same eigenvalue h 1 can be used for both singlet and triplet. The series containing all orders (including zero) of pion exchange at one vertex is
provided that |h 0 ± h 1 | < 1. The vertex corrections are
IV. THE PROPAGATOR CORRECTION
The first-order propagator correction is shown in Fig.  4 . Because E > m n + m p , the neutron and proton in the loop are on-shell. Let the correction due to pion exchange in each loop of the propagator correction be given by
Whereas pion exchange need not always occur at the initial and final (external) npd vertices, it is obligatory in the loop, because if there is no pion exchange between the np in the loop, then they will escape. A pion exchange does not guarantee that the np loop will close, but without any exchanges, they certainly will not close. By hypothesis, each pion exchanged in the loop is associated with an internal npd vertex, which may be either vertex. Because the np are on-shell, the same eigenvalues h 0 and ±h 1 characterizing pion exchange at an external npd vertex should apply equally well to pion exchange at an internal npd vertex. Let L ≡ h 0 ± h 1 be the first-order pionexchange contribution from the "left" vertex, and R ≡ h 0 ± h 1 that from the "right" vertex (upper sign for the triplet). Then the lowest order contribution is
which yields for V d the series (upper sign for the triplet)
This is just the vertex correction Eq. (3.4) squared, with the uncorrected contribution (unity) subtracted off.
Conjecture II: The propagator correction consists of a series of frustrated attempts by the np to break away and return to the free state, but forced to close by pion exchanges in the loop.
The first-order d * propagator correction. It includes the uncorrected propagator of one of the two d * shown. Q d is a double-nucleon propagator, and includes the pion exchange correction. The two pions shown represent an infinite sequence of pion exchanges.
The correction therefore contains the phase space 4π dΩ(p/4E) = πp/E, applied to the opening vertex of each loop. Because there is no loop if the np do not close, there is no need for a flux factor at the closing vertex. Including the effect of the pion exchanges, the contribution from each loop contains the factor (v
By hypothesis, define the double-nucleon propagatorprojection, including the pion-exchange correction, to be
2) Inserting the entire series of corrections into Eq. (2.4) in place of q d ,
Arbitrarily designating the propagator D d on the left of each term as the uncorrected propagator and factoring it out on the left, and allowing for the possibility that the dibaryon propagators in the correction might be different than the uncorrected propagator, with D d0 ≡ |d * D d0 d * | the dibaryon propagator-projection in the correction, yields (the notation anticipates a result from Sec. VI)
where the last step uses Eqs. (2.6), (4.2), and requires
Define the (scalar) propagator correction to be
A contribution from the d-wave for the triplet can be ignored at T 3 MeV, or even T 10 MeV to a very good approximation [12, 13] .
V. SINGLET-TRIPLET INTERFERENCE
For unpolarized beams and targets, there are three equal contributions to the amplitude from the triplet, and one from the singlet; ordinarily, none of these interfere. For very low energies, the scattering may be coherent. In this case, for nearby pairs of scatterers in opposite spinstates, the four |J, M states are equally populated and interfere. The coherent amplitude is [14] 
For polarized beams and targets, the M = ±1 amplitudes are pure triplet, but the M = 0 amplitude is an interfering mixture of singlet and triplet, thus,
Under the phase normalization convention of Ref. [15] for the construction of a two-particle helicity state from two single-particle helicity states for spin- 
The well-known destructive interference between the triplet and singlet amplitudes in Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) then follows from their opposite phase normalizations, which in turn follows from the spatial symmetries of the free s-wave np wavefunctions.
VI. COMPARISON WITH ERT
The ERT partial amplitude (which implicitly includes the phase space) is 
2)
These solutions are assigned so that
Define the effective range correction to be
Then, for real p and ϕ d ,
The
With
and Eq. (6.7),
Since n d differs from unity by less than 5 × 10 −7 (n d → 1 as E → ∞), it will be dropped. Then
Equating f d to A d times the square root of the phase space factor in Eq. (2.2) yields (π/2E)A d = f d . Then, from Eqs. (6.9) and (2.7),
By hypothesis, the effective range correction R d is identified with the vertex and propagator corrections. Then
Adopting a phase-normalization convention to agree with Eq. (5.3), i.e., −e iϕ d = (−1) J−1 e iϕ , with ϕ an undetermined phase (the same for both triplet and singlet),
where p d * = 0 and E d * = E in the rest frame of the d * . Equation (6.14) is a curious form for a propagatorusually, one sees this form without the radical. This may be attributed to the timelike nature of the intermediate state, which should actually have a finite lifetime consistent with the uncertainty principle. I.e., for some brief period ∼ 1/2(E −m d ), E is indistinguishable from m d , so the propagator applies to a particle (amplitude-squared), and not simply the amplitude. To correctly incorporate such a propagator into the amplitude, it is necessary to take the square root, in the same fashion as the square root of the phase space must be employed when it is incorporated into an amplitude. The factor 16 suggests an unidentified counting rule, though it could also, at least in part, reflect the choice of normalization in Eq. (2.1).
From Eqs. (6.5) and (6.11), the zero-energy correction is, with q d (p = 0) = 1,
From Eqs. (6.2), (6.3), and (6.15),
From Eqs. (6.5), (6.11), (6.15), and (6.16),
The two poles at iβ d given by Eq. (6.3), which have been called "physically meaningless" [17] or "unphysical deep" [18] poles, have a physical interpretation in this model: They are momentum scales in the propagator correction, determined by the pole masses (through γ d ) and the obligatory pion exchange (v 
From Eq. (6.8), where E = m n + m p for p = 0, and dropping n d ,
Because the sign of D d0 is unimportant in Eq. (4.5), the only requirement being that D d0 is pure imaginary, the phase convention from Eq. (6.14) is adopted, yielding , which hereafter will be adopted. Then,
The SI ERT parameters from Ref. [12] 
2 , it is possible that the condition in Eq. (6.28) is always satisfied, provided that h 0 , h 1 → 0, or D d0 → 0, as p → ∞.
VII. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
From Eqs. (6.2), (6.15), and (6.25),
2) R t = 1.252 90(35) , R s = 0.9479(10) .
( 7.3)
The sign of a d , which determines the sign of γ d through Eq. (7.1) (or vice versa), manifests itself in the shape of the spectrum through the term 
Thus, the sign of γ d , and therefore the sign of a d , is determined by pion exchange and the spatial symmetry of the free np wavefunction: The triplet amplitude is increased by π ± exchange because there is no sign change in the exchanged triplet np wavefunction, while the singlet amplitude is reduced by π ± exchange because of the change in sign of the exchanged singlet np wavefunction. This behavior follows from Eq. (3.4) , and is independent of the comparison with ERT in Sec. VI. [19] Referring back to Fig. 2 , the first-order vertex correction, the N N π transition elements are y 1 = y nn ′ π 0 , y 2 = y pp ′ π 0 for π 0 exchange, and y 1 = y np ′ π ± , y 2 = y pn ′ π ± for π ± exchange. A Coulomb correction F ± is present in y np ′ π − (F + ) and y pn ′ π − (F − ), where pπ − occur together, but not in y np ′ π + nor y pn ′ π + , where no charged particles occur together. The np ′ π − and pn ′ π − vertices always appear together, so only the product F + F − occurs. Nonrelativistically [20] ,
where η ≡ α/β is the Sommerfeld parameter, β is the pπ − relative velocity, and α ∼ = 1/137 is the electromagnetic coupling. F + F − is very nearly unity, except for low pion-proton relative velocities, where
The effect is to attenuate the contribution from π − exchange compared to the contributions from π 0 and π + exchanges. There being two charged and one neutral pion, ignoring differences in the pion-nucleon couplings we would have h 1 = 2h 0 . However, because the coulomb correction attenuates the contribution from the π − , h 1 should be somewhat smaller than twice h 0 . Let C π 1 be a factor accounting for the Coulomb correction. Then 6) where the h + = h 0 term applies to π + exchange (no Coulomb correction) and h − = C π h 0 applies to π − exchange (Coulomb correction). Then (14) .
(7.7)
Any differences (besides the Coulomb correction) in the pion-nucleon coupling strengths of ppπ 0 , nnπ 0 , and npπ ± , such that h + = h 0 for example, are unavoidably included in C π , but that should be a small part of the value shown in Eq. (7.7) for low energies.
From Eqs. (6.15) and (7.2), (upper sign for the triplet)
The extension from the shape-independent ERT to the shape-dependent ordinarily involves obtaining the coefficients of p 4 and higher orders of p 2 in the expression for the phase shift p cot
., but if the exact expression for the effective range r d is employed [4, 12] , then the higher-order terms are accounted for in the energy dependence of r d . From Eq. (7.9), the condition for shape-independence, or constant r d , is that h 0 and h 1 have no energy dependence, i.e., the energy domain over which the SI ERT is an excellent description is coincident with the domain over which the energy dependence of the nucleon-pion interaction is negligible.
Presumably, h 0 and h 1 are energy-dependent, which should become noticeable somewhere above 3-10 MeV with the currently available data. Therefore, a d and r d , as given by Eqs. (7.8) and (7.9) , also depend on the energy, through h 0 and h 1 . While r d depends on h 0 ± h 1 at the lowest order, a d depends on h 0 ± h 1 only at the next order: At higher energies, a d is much better approximated by a constant than is r d . Note that Eqs. (7.8) and (7.9) are not truncated expansions; they permit an extension to higher energies, if only the energy dependence of h 0 and h 1 were determined, either from data or through ab initio calculations of h 0 and h 1 = h − + h + , including non-pionic contributions. For exchange of mesons with spin, where the meson-nucleon coupling is not spinindependent, h 0 and h 1 will acquire contributions which differ for the triplet and the singlet. At higher energies, the d-wave in the triplet propagator and its correction would also need to be treated, as well as the appearance of heavier baryons in the propagator and vertex corrections.
Because v t and v s are well-approximated by constants at low energy, the infinite-series argument leading to Eq. Threshold effects, which are certainly present, would rule out any simple energy-dependent forms for h 0 , h 1 , and D d0 . (The same argument can be applied to the standard shape-dependent expansion -threshold effects should rule out simple, constant values for the coefficients P d , etc.) In any case, because Eq. (4.3) works so well at low energies and because it does not fail catastrophically at higher energies as it should if Eq. (6.29) were really required, it may be that the condition in Eq. (6.29) applies to the validity of the derivation, but not to Eq. (4.3) itself.
VIII. EXTENSION: pp AND nn SCATTERING
To fully treat pp scattering by the diagrammatic approach presented here would require the introduction of the Coulomb barrier (e.g. [21, 22] )
where β is the relative pp velocity. The problem is further complicated by interference between the Coulomb and nuclear interactions. However, because there are available in the literature values of the ERT pp scattering parameters a pp and r pp which have had the Coulomb effect removed, these should be comparable to ones that could be obtained with the method used here, without introducing the Coulomb barrier and its attendant complicating interference effects. On the other hand, the nn scattering parameters should follow directly from the results presented here for np scattering, notwithstanding the fact that the nn parameters are somewhat indirectly obtained, owing to the impracticality of directly performing nn scattering experiments. For both pp and nn scattering, only the spin-singlet can contribute. For np scattering, π 0 exchange does not result in a change of identities between the neutron and proton; that is, the n and p do not change places, hence Eq. (3.1). For nn or pp scattering, however, π 0 exchange does produce such a change because the particles are indistinguishable fermions, and the spin-singlet wavefunction therefore changes sign. Instead of Eq. (3.1), one expects
Charged π exchange is not possible, so there is no equivalent to Eq. (3.2). If the npπ 0 coupling were the same as that of ppπ 0 and nnπ 0 (i.e., charge independence and charge symmetry), then h 0 would be the same for np, nn, and pp. The vertex correction for both nn and pp would then be given by Eq. The nn and pp ERT parameters (with Coulomb and magnetic effects removed) from [23 While the agreement between these scattering lengths and those in Eq. (8.5) is quite good, the disagreement between the effective ranges is substantial. It is wellknown that charge symmetry breaking (CSB) and charge independence breaking (CIB) have a larger effect on the effective ranges than on the scattering lengths. This is precisely what is happening here, and it is because the effective range depends on the vertex corrections at the lowest order, whereas the scattering lengths depend on them only at the next order, as mentioned in Sec. VII. In terms of the scattering length and effective range, the vertex corrections for pp and nn are given by v = (a/r)(1 − 1 − 2r/a) . The difference between these and h 0 from np in Eq. (6.26) is 3.4 times the np and pp combined errors for pp, 12 times the np and nn combined errors for nn, and the difference between h pp and h nn is 5.5 times their combined errors. This is to be compared with the much smaller relative difference (dividing by the corresponding combined error) between any combination of r s for np from Eq. (6.24) and r pp and r nn from Eqs. (8.5) and (8.6). The isolated π 0 exchange eigenvalues h 0 , h pp , and h nn , then, are even more sensitive to CSB and CIB than are the effective ranges.
